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w, and much
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mprovementss can be
made to
o sustain positive outcomes in the U
UK communiccations secttor over the next decade
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een many po
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p
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merged in the
e UK telecom
mmunication
ns sector wh
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articular:
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petitors to B
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infrrastructure, combined with
w BT’s veertical integrration and upstream
u
m arket power, means
tha
at there is a significant risk
r of BT re--establishing a strong position
p
in thhe retail pro
ovision of
tho
ose services in the UK. Superfast broadband services arre of criticall importance to the
future econom
mic prospectts of the U
UK, the daily lives of millions
m
of cconsumers and the
housands off small busin
nesses. A re
eduction in competition
c
n in the marrket risks
liveelihood of th
unw
winding the important gains
g
that to
ough compettition in broa
adband servvices has dellivered in
thee UK over the
e past ten ye
ears; and



BT’ss Openreach
h division do
oes not delivver 21st centtury quality of
o service. O
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o
and
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ast mile’ copper netwoork – the ub
biquitous
nettwork of lines into peoples’ homes, aand to small businesses.. The qualityy of service delivered
d
to cconsumers by
b Openreacch falls far sshort of an acceptable
a
standard, inccluding: an excessive
e
num
mber of fau
ults, failure to
t meet targgets for rep
pairing faults, long waits
ts to have new
n
lines
insttalled, constantly missing appointtments and, when app
pointments are met, offten not
com
mpleting jobs.
o service pro
oblems havee a direct impact on con
nsumers andd small busin
nesses in
Theese quality of
thee UK, resultiing in dissa
atisfaction aand significa
ant detrime
ent. Howevver, they alsso affect
com
mpetition in the market by discouraaging consum
mers from sw
witching serrvices – a sta
atus quo
tha
at favours BTT.
hen Ofcom created
c
Ope
enreach in 22005 it exp
pressed a ho
ope that thhe new orga
anisation
Wh
wou
uld serve otther operato
ors, like Skyy, with “zeal, energy and
d enthusiasm
m”. This is not
n Sky’s
exp
perience of Openreach. On the co
ontrary, Ope
enreach is often reluctaant to engage when
req
quested by Sky to explore innovvation in itss products and servicces and it takes a
con
nsiderable pe
eriod of time
e – often yeaars – for prop
posed chang
ges to occurr.
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OFCOM’S STRATEGIC REVIEW OF DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
INITIAL SUBMISSION BY SKY

Introduction
1.

2.

Sky welcomes Ofcom’s strategic review. It has been ten years since Ofcom’s last strategic
review of telecommunications services (“TSR”) and a great deal has changed in relation to
the provision and use of telecommunications services in the UK since then. Ofcom’s rolling
programme of triennial market reviews provides a critical mechanism for ongoing review of
developments in relation to telecoms markets, and they have been an excellent way of
ensuring that telecoms regulation remains appropriate and proportionate. Nevertheless,
there are good reasons for undertaking a broader strategic review. In particular it provides
an opportunity:


to take a step back and consider whether, as a whole, regulation is appropriately
targeted and fit for purpose (including regulation that is not covered by market
reviews);



to consider issues which potentially span a number of market reviews; and



to consider whether the undertakings given by BT in 2005 have worked as intended
and remain fit for purpose; and



to revisit the issue of whether there is merit in a MIR to the CMA.

In this submission we focus on issues concerning the provision of fixed line
telecommunications services, particularly broadband services. This is because in Sky’s view
the most significant and pressing issues that Ofcom’s review should focus on lie
predominantly in the provision of fixed line telecoms services.1

The need for a market investigation reference to the Competition and Markets Authority
3.

The UK telecoms sector over the past ten years generally has been a success story. Among
other things, it has delivered important new products and services to consumers at falling
prices. Consumers have benefited significantly from strong competition and rapid
technological progress.

4.

Beneath the surface of this positive picture, however, significant problems have developed.
The common thread to those problems is BT’s ownership of Openreach. There are two key
areas of concern: (i) the risk of diminishing retail competition as the UK transitions to fibrebased broadband services, and (ii) the under-performance of Openreach, which is
responsible for the maintenance, operation and development of the UK’s crucial ‘last mile’

1

The scope of Ofcom’s review therefore should consider issues in retail broadband and telephony markets and
the key wholesale inputs that support them such as wholesale local access (or ‘last mile’) and backhaul (or
‘middle mile’). In this regard, these inputs are set to become even more important for the provision of both fixed
line and mobile services.
This submission also does not take into account the potential effects of the proposed merger of BT/EE, in view of
the fact that it remains subject to regulatory scrutiny. Sky considers that, if approved, the merger would give rise
to a significant risk of a number of the problems in this submission being exacerbated, and potentially extended
into the mobile telephony sector.

2

fixed access telecommunications network. We discuss each of these in greater detail in the
following sections.
(i) Diminishing competition in the provision of broadband services
The importance of strong competition in the provision of broadband services
5.

Increasing productivity is one of the key economic challenges facing the UK. In the medium
to long term, growth in productivity is the key driver of improvement in living standards2 and
both the current performance and future prospects for productivity growth in the UK are of
significant concern.3

6.

Broadband services have a key role to play in enabling better economic outcomes. Internet
access is a ‘general purpose technology’ – a technology that is critical to the outcomes
delivered across a broad range of sectors, and which is a key driver of economic growth.4
Accordingly, ensuring that the UK telecoms sector delivers high quality, reliable, low cost
broadband services is likely to make a key contribution to delivery of positive economic
outcomes in the UK in the next twenty years.

7.

Moreover, internet-delivered services have now become integral to peoples’ lives in a myriad
of ways – including communication (now often via social media), finding and watching or
listening to audiovisual and audio content, and being a key source of news and information.
The ability of businesses to flourish – and in some cases their very survival – depends on
access to high quality, reliable, and affordable internet access. The importance of internetdelivered services to consumers and businesses is only likely to grow over the next decade.

8.

In many respects the past ten years have delivered highly positive outcomes for UK
consumers and businesses in relation to broadband internet access. The bold decisions
taken by Ofcom in 2005 enabled scale players such as Sky, TalkTalk, Orange and others to
enter the telecoms sector and to compete strongly against BT, the incumbent operator. Sky
has invested over £1 billion in its network, and others have also invested significantly. This
competition produced a range of benefits, notably rapid rollout of new broadband
technologies, such as ADSL2+, which increased broadband speeds significantly, and
innovative new approaches to pricing and packaging (such as ‘unlimited’ tariffs). The result
has been high levels of take-up of broadband services5, falling charges6, and impressive
growth in broadband speeds delivered to users7. It resulted in BT having the lowest share of

2

As Paul Krugman has observed: “Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run it is almost everything. A country’s
ability to improve its standard of living over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise its output per worker.”
Age of Diminished Expectations, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1994.

3

See, for example, ‘Productivity, the UK’s No. 1 challenge’, Frances Coppola, Pieria, 20 March 2015.
(http://www.pieria.co.uk/articles/productivity_the_uks_no1_challenge) for an overview of this issue, and
‘Productivity and Business Policies’, Anna Valero and Isabelle Roland, Centre for Economic Performance, LSE,
Paper EA021, (http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/EA021.pdf.)

4

See: for example, ‘UK Broadband Impact Study, Impact Report’, SQW, November 2013.
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/257006/UK_Broadband_Impac
t_Study_-_Impact_Report_-_Nov_2013_-_Final.pdf.)

5

Broadband adoption is at 78% up from 31% in 2005, and LLU accounts for 44% of broadband connections up
from 17% in 2005.

6

On a like for like basis prices for broadband have fallen significantly since LLU took off. In 2004 the price of
512kbit/s advertised service speed was around £25 per month (Table 2: Residential broadband prices, June 2004
in
Ofcom’s
report
‘The
Communications
Market
2004’
August
2004,
available
at
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cm_2004.pdf). Today consumers can get “up to”
76Mbit/s service speed over fibre for the same amount while the price of 16Mbit/s ADSL2+ broadband service is
around £10 per month (see Figure 5.9 Comparison of major ISPs’ superfast and current generation broadband
services,
Ofcom’s
‘The
Communications
Market
Report’,
August
2015,
available
at
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr14/2014_UK_CMR.pdf).

7

A typical ADSL connection in 2014 offers headline speeds of up to 10Mbit/s compared to 512kbit/s in 2004.

3

broadband subscribers of any incumbent telco in the big five Europe countries.8
9.

The key to the strong outcomes delivered in relation to broadband services in the UK during
the second half of the 2000s has been the strength of competition in the provision of these
services to consumers. This competition derived from the ability for new entrants to invest
in their own infrastructure in order to deliver broadband services to their customers, via the
local loop unbundling policy driven by Ofcom. This had three important effects.

10.

First, it encouraged the entry of large players to the sector able to take advantage of the
significant economies of scale and scope associated with deployment of nationwide
broadband infrastructure, and which have the experience and assets required to acquire,
retain and manage large subscriber bases.

11.

Second, it facilitated competition through product differentiation. Rather than acting as
simple resellers of a BT-provided wholesale service, dependent on margins determined by
regulation, LLU operators were able to compete with BT (and each other) by differentiating
their services in various ways, for example by investing in different technology than that
used by BT to deliver broadband services, to focus marketing efforts on ‘unlimited’
broadband services, and by differentiating their quality of service from that of rivals.

12.

Finally, it shifted control over costs for a significant portion of the product cost stack from
BT to CPs, who had strong incentives to drive down costs. These cost savings could then be
passed on to consumers in lower prices, reinvested in expanding operators’ networks and
improving the services delivered to consumers.

Diminishing retail competition as the UK transitions to fibre-based broadband services
13.

The ability to unbundle local loops was critically dependent on the fact that CPs could install
their own equipment in BT’s local exchanges. At present, and for the foreseeable future, the
situation in relation to fibre-based broadband services is very different. The way in which BT
has been permitted to roll out fibre-broadband services means that there is currently little
prospect of other operators being able to do anything other than re-sell BT’s Generic
Ethernet Access (“GEA”) service in order to supply their customers with a competing
broadband service.9

14.

The UK is now in the process of transitioning to fibre-based broadband services. This
situation, combined with BT’s vertical integration, provides BT with a significant opportunity
to win back market share from rivals, and to re-establish a dominant position at the retail
level of the sector. If this situation is not addressed it has the potential to unwind many of
the significant benefits that have been delivered by tough infrastructure-based competition
in broadband services in the past ten years.

15.

BT’s vertical integration means that it has a substantial advantage over other nonintegrated CPs in upgrading existing broadband subscribers to superfast broadband. The
Openreach charges faced by other CPs, like Sky and TalkTalk, when a customer moves from a
standard broadband service to a superfast broadband service, are a real economic cost;

8

See Figures 22 and 36 of the European Broadband Scorecard published by Ofcom in February 2015.
(http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/broadbandresearch/scorecard/2015/European_Broadband_Scorecard_Q1_2015.pdf.)

9

The departure from the strong infrastructure-based competition in standard broadband to service-based
competition in the provision of SFBB services stemmed from an exemption to the BT Undertakings. Instead of
Openreach providing passive fibre access (in accordance with the original design of the Undertakings), pursuant
to a variation to the Undertakings Ofcom permitted Openreach to provide an active SFBB wholesale access
product - GEA. See: ‘Variation to BT’s Undertakings under the Enterprise Act 2002 related to Fibre-to-theCabinet’,
Ofcom,
11
June
2009,
available
at
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/fttc/statement/statement.pdf.
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th
hey have a significant impact on tthe profitab
bility of upgrrading custoomers, and diminish
significantly the
t incentive
e to do so. B
By contrast, for BT as a whole
w
such ccharges are ‘wooden
ollars’; intern
nal transfer charges wh
hich do not matter
m
when
n consideringg the profita
ability of
do
up
pgrading cusstomers.10
16.

M
Moreover, aro
ound
% of
o the valuee from rival CPs like Sky upgradinng a custom
mer from
sttandard to superfast broadband
b
iis captured by BT in higher
h
wholeesale charge
es. This
prrovides other CPs with
h little incen
ntive to inccur the costs associateed with persuading
exxisting custo
omers to upg
grade.

17.

It is readily ap
pparent thatt BT is fully ccognisant off this opporttunity and iss acting to capitalise
c
on
n it. Indeed
d, the recogn
nition of thiss fact is the
e key driver of Ofcom’s developmen
nt of the
VU
ULA margin test, which
h seeks to cconstrain BT
T’s ability to leverage itss significantt market
po
ower at the upstream le
evel into the retail supplyy of high spe
eed broadbaand services..

18.

Siince fibre-based broad
dband servicces were in
ntroduced by
b BT in Jannuary 2010,, BT has
acchieved a ve
ery high share of sales o
of those serrvices to con
nsumers. BTT is retailing
g at least
74
4%11 of all SFBB servicces on its fibre netwo
ork compared to 40%
% for all bro
oadband
co
onnections on
o the Open
nreach netw
work12; BT’s rate
r
of acqu
uisition of suuperfast bro
oadband
su
ubscribers shows
s
no sig
gn of slowingg down and BT itself is forecasting
f
a large sharre of new
reetail high spe
eed broadba
and subscrib
bers.13, 14

10

Skky estimates that
t
BT Consu
umer earns n egative increm
mental margins as a result of upgrading
g standard
brroadband custtomers to supe
erfast broadbaand. However,, when conside
ered from the point of view of BT as a
wh
hole, upgradingg customers is profitable, and
d has a short pa
ayback period.

11

Seee first bullet point,
p
paragrap
ph 3.55, Ofcom ’s ‘Statement on
o the Approach to the VULAA margin’, 19 March
M
2015.
(h
http://stakehold
ders.ofcom.org
g.uk/binaries/coonsultations/VULAmargin/statement/VULA_marg
gin_final_statem
ment.pdf.)

12

Seee Table 16, sum
mmary of reside
ential and smaall business bro
oadband conne
ections in Q4 20
014, Telecommunications
market
da
ata
table
es,
Q4
2014.
(h
http://stakehold
ders.ofcom.org
g.uk/binaries/reesearch/cmr/telecoms/Q4_2014_telecoms_ttables.pdf.)

13

Seee second bullet point, parag
graph 3.55, Ofc
fcom’s ‘Statement on the Ap
pproach to thee VULA margin’, 19 March
(http://sta
20
015.
akeholders.ofco
om.org.uk/binarries/consultatio
ons/VULAmargin/statement/VULA_marg
gin_final_statem
ment.pdf.)

14
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19.

Th
he fact thatt BT is using
g the transittion to high speed broa
adband servvices and itss vertical
in
ntegration to
o re-establissh a strong p
position at the
t retail level of the maarket is reinfforced by
Skky’s experien
nce in seekin
ng to negoti ate with Op
penreach in relation
r
to uupgrading cu
ustomers
to
o superfast broadband.. Sky has a pproached Openreach
O
on a numbeer of occasio
ons with
prroposals forr a deal which would pro
ovide Sky witth terms that provided itt with higher returns
frrom upgradiing custome
ers to supe rfast broadband, in retturn for siggnificant gua
aranteed
vo
olumes of superfast brroadband cu
ustomers fo
or Openreacch. In Sky’s view, such an offer
w
would be of considerable
c
e interest to
o Openreach
h – if Openre
each operatted on a sta
andalone
ba
asis – enabling it to drivve significan
nt additiona
al volumes of subscriberrs in order to
t earn a
reeturn on its investmentss in superfaast broadban
nd. Howeve
er, Openreacch has failed
d entirely
to
o engage witth those offe
ers.

The VULLA margin tesst will not preevent BT from
m re-establisshing a high market
m
sharee
20.

Th
he VULA ma
argin test was introduceed by Ofcom
m in 2015 to
o address thhe concernss set out
ab
bove. Howe
ever, the testt will not preevent BT fro
om establish
hing a strongg market po
osition at
th
he retail leve
el. BT curren
ntly passes tthe VULA ma
argin test. Accordingly,
A
iit is able to maintain
m
itss current pricing strateg
gy, which enaables it to do
ominate upg
grades of brroadband cu
ustomers
frrom standard
d to fibre-ba
ased broadb
band services, without breaching thiss test.15

21.

Th
he VULA margin test is also
a highly co
omplex and offers BT sig
gnificant scoope for passsing it via
ch
hanges in itts accountin
ng practicess (e.g., by re
eallocating common
c
cossts among different
d
seervices). It is
i likely to get more com
mplex, and afford
a
BT evven greater sscope for mitigating
m
an
ny real impa
act on its bu
usiness, as B
BT expands the scope of
o products tthat it bund
dles with
su
uperfast bro
oadband serrvices in futu
ure (particula
arly mobile services).
s

on investmen
nt in alternattive infrastruucture
Impact o
22.

Ass set out above,
a
firms’ ability to invest in rivval infrastru
ucture to BT
BT’s has bee
en a key
co
ontributory factor to th
he positive o
outcomes de
elivered in th
he UK telecooms sector over the
pa
ast ten years. In relation to high speed broadband serviices, Sky andd others ha
ave been
exxploring in detail
d
the po
ossibility of iinvesting in ‘last mile’ fib
bre networkks in the UK.16 These

15

Th
he VULA margin test examines whether coohorts of new superfast
s
broa
adband custom
mers have a po
ositive net
prresent value to
o BT Consumerr. BT is able too pass this testt while at the same
s
time: (i) rreturns to BT as
a a whole
fro
om upgrading superfast bro
oadband subsccribers are sig
gnificantly high
her (given thatt the wholesale charges
inccluded in the test are ‘wood
den dollars’ froom an overall BT Group poin
nt of view), andd (ii) returns to
t BT from
up
pgrading superrfast broadban
nd customers faar exceed those earned by co
ompeting CPs.

16

Skky is involved in
i the CityFibrre joint venturee project with TalkTalk which is rolling outt a fibre to th
he premise
neetwork in York

6

could provide direct infrastructure competition to BT in the last mile, and have the potential
to provide Gigabit broadband services to consumers and businesses. The benefits of such
investment cannot be underestimated: it would provide strong, sustainable competition at
a deep level in the sector.
23.

The economics of such network overbuilding, however, are challenging. They depend to a
considerable extent on the ability of the alternative network provider to aggregate
sufficient demand to justify the substantial costs of the investment. The ability to
aggregate sufficient demand will depend on which broadband providers commit to use the
alternative network providers infrastructure and on the size of their respective broadband
subscriber bases. Whilst an investor in a new network might also make assumptions about
the ability of ISPs using the new networks to aggregate additional demand by growing their
market shares and winning subscribers away from other operators using Openreach and/or
Virgin Media, this will clearly be more speculative. Investment cases that rely on heroic
assumptions about future consumer switching may not be fundable.

24.

In this context, BT’s vertical integration is a significant impediment to there being sufficient
numbers of contestable customers to support alternative network infrastructure
development. Virgin Media already controls a significant share of customers, and
Openreach’s integration with BT Consumer means that an additional c.7.5 million broadband
customers are difficult for other operators to compete for. If BT Consumer was
independent of Openreach there would be greater prospect of it purchasing network
services for the provision of superfast broadband services to end-users from suppliers
other than Openreach in areas in which alternative infrastructure had been rolled out.

25.

If BT Consumer is successful in building a substantial market share in the downstream
market (as described above), and is able to increase its downstream market share at the
expense of other CPs, then the potential for third party infrastructure investors to underpin
any business case based on the combined existing customer base of Sky and TalkTalk will be
reduced. The fibre roll-out which is being trialled in York with the potential for success to
trigger additional roll-out will no longer have any prospect of being viable if Sky and
TalkTalk’s market share is significantly reduced.

(ii) The quality of service delivered by Openreach
26.

Openreach owns and operates a key national strategic asset – the UK’s ubiquitous last mile
fixed line telecommunications network, the network of copper lines into homes and
business premises. This network is old; most of it was laid many years ago. Its reliability is
therefore critically dependent on effective maintenance.

27.

In addition to this critical role, Openreach is also responsible for delivery of a wide range of
important services in relation to the last mile access network, such as repairing faults,
providing new lines and handling switching among different CPs operating on its network.
These services impact the lives of millions of consumers and businesses every year.

28.

Openreach does not deliver an adequate quality of service. This problem has two main
dimensions: (i) in terms of the quality of services delivered to consumers, and (ii) in terms of
the responsiveness to the requirements of CPs as customers of Openreach. As well as
adversely affecting consumers directly, these service quality issues have an adverse effect
on competition by inhibiting consumer switching and market entry.

The quality of services delivered to consumers
29.

The quality of service delivered by Openreach has a significant impact on UK consumers’
experiences of fixed line telecommunication services. Issues such as line faults, time taken
to repair faults, appointment times, whether or not appointments are met, and the time
7

taken to install new lines, directly affect users of the BT network, whether they are BT
customers or customers of another (non-cable) fixed line CP.
30.

In the past five years Openreach’s performance in terms of service delivery has been substandard, both in absolute and relative terms. It has underperformed in relation to the
quality of service delivered to end-users across a wide range of metrics. In absolute terms,
its performance has deteriorated in many areas, and it continually fails to hit targets for
service delivery. In relative terms, its performance falls far short of the types of levels of
service delivered by firms operating in competitive sectors of the economy which condition
consumers’ expectations of what levels of service firms should be able to deliver in the
twenty first century.

31.

Annex 1 of this submission provides evidence on the scale and scope of Openreach service
quality problems, focusing on the following areas: provision of working new lines, faults, and
fault repairs. The following sub-sections summarise the evidence in relation to these
problems.
Provision of new lines

32.

There are numerous problems associated with the provision of new lines by Openreach.

33.

Prior to the installation of a new line, Sky must apply to Openreach for an installation
appointment date. This process is highly unsatisfactory. Each month Openreach rejects a
substantial number of installation dates chosen by Sky (from dates initially stated as being
available by Openreach) – on average around 5,000 instances a month – and, even once a
date has been agreed, the date is often moved to a later date on a significant number of
occasions (on average around 12,500 times a month). This often causes significant
inconvenience to consumers: they are provided with a date for an installation to occur, only
to have that date moved a later point in time.

34.

Openreach’s target time for installation of a new line is 12 working days, which itself is an
unacceptably long target. Sky aims to complete new installations of satellite dishes in 5
working days. Over the past 12 months over 620,000 customers switching to Sky had to
wait ten calendar days or longer for a line to be installed, and large numbers of installations
take far longer than this; over 25,000 customers had to wait more than 45 calendar days.
Often, long waits for a new line cause customers to drop out of the switching process, and
consumer survey evidence indicates that the time taken for a switch to be completed is a
key measure of consumer satisfaction with switching processes. Accordingly, these long
delays for new lines to be installed are likely to give rise to considerable consumer detriment
and dissatisfaction and to reduce competition by chilling incentives for consumers to switch
suppliers.

35.

Openreach engineers fail to turn up for large numbers of appointments or fail to complete
line installations. For example, in the year to February 2015 on average Openreach missed
over 500 appointments to install new lines ordered by Sky customers every month, and
when an appointment is finally met, a further 4,000 jobs per month were not completed.
These failures are enormously burdensome for consumers – often involving wasted days off
work and significant inconvenience.

36.

Finally, a significant number of new lines develop faults soon after being installed. In the
year to March 2015 an average of
new installations for Sky customers each month
developed a fault within a week of installation, and a further
new installations each
month developed a fault between and
days after installation. Again, this problem
adversely affects rival CPs’ ability to compete, and causes significant consumer
inconvenience and detriment.
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37.

It is particula
arly importan
nt for Ofcom
m to note that these fiigures relatee only to cu
ustomers
sw
witching to Sky,
S and do not
n include tthe significa
ant number of
o customerrs that require a new
lin
ne when th
hey switch to
t BT Conssumer or Ta
alkTalk. Acccordingly, thhe total number of
co
onsumers afffected by each of thesee issues every month is a multiple oof the figuress set out
ab
bove. Ofcom
m is well placced to investtigate and understand
u
the
t total im pact of Ope
enreach’s
po
oor quality of
o service on customers.
Fa
aults and fau
ult repairs

38.

An
nalysis unde
ertaken by Frontier Ec onomics ind
dicates thatt the numbber of faultss on the
O
Openreach network
n
decclined signifficantly between 2006
6-2009. Affter 2009, however,
h
Frrontier’s rep
port shows that
t
fault raates increase
ed again, to
o around theeir previous level. In
20
012, which iss the last ye
ear for which
h reliable datta is publiclyy available, tthere were around
a
3
m
million faults on custome
ers’ lines. Th
his level of faults
f
on the
e network iss unaccepta
ably high.
Su
uch faults ca
ause substa
antial consum
mer detriment and, in th
he case of sm
mall firms, ca
an have a
significant impact on theiir livelihood.
Figu
ure 3
Ann
nual numberr of faults

Sourrce: Frontier Economics
E
rep
port

39.

M
Moreover, Op
penreach’s performance
p
e in relation to target times to fix fa
faults is consistently
po
oor. It is con
nsistently be
elow the tarrgets set outt in agreeme
ents with CPPs like Sky, and there
is no indication of any im
mprovementt over time. Examples of Openreaach’s failure to meet
ault repair ta
argets are sh
hown in Figu res 4 and 5177.
fa

17

Figgures 4 and 5 are charts prrovided by thee Office of the
e Telecoms Ad
djudicator, base
sed on data prrovided by
Op
penreach. (Ava
ailable at: http:://www.offta.orrg.uk/charts.htm
m.)
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Figu
ure 4
Rep
pairs of LLU lines againsst target

ure 5
Figu
Rep
pairs of WLR
R lines again
nst target

40.

Figures 4 and
d 5 show the percentagge of repairss of LLU and
d WLR lines that are co
ompleted
w
within target repair timess for the con
ntracted Serrvice Mainten
nance Level (SML). For example,
e
in
n the case of
o WLR liness with conttracted SML
L 2, agreeme
ents specifyy that faults will be
reepaired on the next working day, an d Openreacch is set an in
ndicative ta rget by the Office of
th
he Telecomss Adjudicato
or of 92% off repairs being complete
ed within thhis time. The
e figures
sh
how that actual perform
mance is far below targe
et. In the ca
ase of WLR l ines, Figure 5 shows
th
hat on avera
age faults were repaired
d within the target timescale less thhan 70% of the time
since 2012. Moreover,
M
Fig
gures 4 and 5 show no sign of the gap betweeen target an
nd actual
peerformance narrowing.

41.

It is evident that
t
one of the key cau
uses of the service quality problem
m is that, witth stable
reevenues gua
aranteed byy Openreach
h’s market position,
p
cutting costs – both cap
pital and
op
perating exp
penditure – has provideed a source of profit tha
at can be ussed to finance other
acctivities with
hin the overa
all Group’s b
business18, even if such cuts
c
have thhe result of reducing
seervice qualityy and the ovverall reliabil ity of the copper networrk.

18

Th
his includes sub
bstantial resou
urces that havee been devoted to shoring up
p BT Group finaancial perform
mance after
th
he poor perform
mance of BT’s Global
G
Services division. (See further Frontie
er Economics’ rreport attached
d at Annex
4.))
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42.

Furthermore, as part of the large BT Group, Openreach must compete for resources, capital
budgets, and management time and focus – often against activities with potentially higher
returns to BT Group - or activities considered to have greater strategic importance to BT
such as its re-entry into mobile services.

43.

The quality of service problem was recognised clearly in Ofcom’s last Fixed Access Market
Review. The result was the introduction of regulation of the quality of service delivered by
Openreach for the first time. Whilst this new regulation was sorely needed, and welcome, it
covered only three service quality elements19, the targets set were undemanding20, and
there is little certainty that Openreach would suffer any significant consequences from not
meeting those targets.

44.

Quality of service was also an important issue in Ofcom’s first strategic review. It was
anticipated however, that the formation of Openreach and the introduction of the
‘equivalence of input’ requirement would address this issue. It was anticipated that
Openreach would have strong incentives to deliver a high quality of service to its retail
business and that the requirement for Openreach to operate in a non-discriminatory
manner would mean that other CPs benefited from that incentive. However, that
expectation has not been fulfilled for two reasons. First, in some instances BT’s other
divisions use different inputs provided by Openreach to those used by other competing CPs.
For example, in order to retail broadband and telephony to its subscribers, BT Consumer
relies upon WLR and SMPF (‘shared’ LLU) whereas its main retail competitors, Sky and
TalkTalk, largely use MPF (‘full’ LLU).

45.

Second, as discussed further below, inadequate Openreach service quality disadvantages
other CPs more than BT Consumer.
The impact of poor quality of service on competition

46.

Whilst many consumers and businesses suffer directly as a result of Openreach’s poor
quality of service, it also has a further important impact, via its effect on switching among
telecommunications retailers operating on the Openreach network and thereby on retail
competition.

47.

The ability easily and quickly to switch supplier is a key determinant of the effectiveness of
competition. It is generally the case that a market with significant barriers to switching will
be less competitive than a market in which switching is straightforward.

48.

Switching suppliers operating on BT’s network (i.e., principally among BT Consumer, Sky,
TalkTalk and EE) often requires Openreach to undertake additional work, such as the
installation of a new line. Lengthy waits for such work to be undertaken causes many
consumers to abandon their intended switch. For the many consumers who have a poor
experience during their switch – including long waits, missed appointments, new services not
working or becoming faulty soon after installation – they will be deterred from switching
again in future, and deter others from switching by relating the poor experience that they
have had.

49.

Accordingly, poor Openreach quality of service dampens consumer switching and, thereby,
competition in the market. It is important to note, however, that even if service quality is
uniformly poor for all CPs operating on the Openreach network, including BT Consumer, BT

19

These are (i) appointment lead times for new line installations, (ii) provision appointments being completed by
the provision date, and (iii) fault repairs being completed within SLA timescales.

20

For example for two of the three regulated service quality elements the targets for 2016/17 are set at around the
levels achieved in 2011/12, which were significantly below levels that Openreach has achieved before then.
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tends to benefit. This is for two reasons. First, BT continues to have the largest customer
base for telecommunications services in the UK. As a result, it has more to gain from
dampened switching than other CPs. Second, there continues to be a perception on the
part of consumers that they are less likely to experience problems with their service if they
are BT customers, given that it is BT which owns and operates the network.
50.

Poor service quality can also have an impact on competition by deterring new entry.

Openreach’s behaviour as a supplier
51.

Openreach is a supplier of important services to a range of large communications providers,
including Sky. Ofcom’s 2005 Telecommunications Statement referred to the hope that the
new BT entity would serve operators with “zeal, efficiency and enthusiasm”21.

52.

Sky is a sophisticated purchaser of services from other companies, and has a great deal of
experience in dealing with suppliers, providing a strong baseline from which to compare our
experience in dealing with Openreach. Sky spends over
million per annum purchasing
products and services from Openreach, and expects a commensurate level of
responsiveness in relation to its requirements. Sky has, however, often been disappointed
in this expectation – particularly in the past. Openreach has been slow to respond to
requests for things to be done differently, or for new products and services to be developed.
In Sky’s view, Ofcom’s hope in 2005 that Openreach might become a dynamic organisation
focused on meeting the demands of its immediate customers has not been realised.22

53.

We have set out a number of examples of Sky’s past dealings with Openreach in this regard
in Annex 1. These include the example set out in the box below, in relation to Sky’s request
that Openreach provide it with data from Pair Quality Tests (“PQTs”).
Sky’s request to Openreach to receive data from PQTs
When Openreach engineers run a PQT (a test on the copper line) at end-users premises
during fault visits they receive technical data that details how the line is performing
against the required technical standard. These test results are not passed to the CP.
The data collected by Openreach could be of use to CP and could be used to reduce
repeat fault related visits (and their associated costs). Consumers could then benefit
from both reduced fault rates, and lower prices as a result of cost efficiency.
Sky submitted a SoR requesting that PQT results be shared with CPs in November 2012.
Since then the development process has been extremely protracted with the SoR now
being “in development” for two and a half years. This demonstrates a lack of
responsiveness to SoRs that could increase efficiency, reduce the costs incurred by both
Openreach and CPs, and improve consumers’ experiences.

21

Page
2,
‘Telecommunications
Statement’,
Ofcom,
June
2005.
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/telecoms_p2/statement/main.pdf.
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54.

In part, Openreach’s approach to proposals for change from other CPs appears to be
influenced by the conflict of interest that lies at the heart of BT’s ownership of Openreach.
However many processes are put in place, it is impossible for Openreach to fail to consider
that dealing with firms like Sky and TalkTalk with “zeal, efficiency and enthusiasm” assists BT’s
competitors. Indeed, the greater the responsiveness of Openreach to other firms’
requirements, the greater the potential overall detriment to BT.
Service quality issues more generally

55.

The focus of the discussion above in relation to the quality of service delivered by
Openreach is on a specific set of services of greatest relevance to Sky. It is evident, however,
that other users of Openreach services face similar quality of service problems. For example,
responses to Ofcom’s Business Connectivity Market Review (“BCMR”) abound with
complaints about quality of service issues that ultimately lie with Openreach. Vodafone’s
submission in response to the BCMR call for inputs, for example, states:
“Despite high profitability, service levels, innovation and responsiveness to customer
need all remain woefully poor.”23

56.

Vodafone’s submission goes on to argue that the BCMR should:
“begin… with a proper review of BT’s processes, interfaces and interactions. Vodafone is
strongly of the view that these processes are not fit for purpose and are the underlying
cause of many of the poor service outcomes we can see today. Simply pushing harder on
a fundamentally broken process is unlikely to lead to the step-change improvements the
industry requires.”24

57.

Finally, Vodafone states:
“BT’s service has been inconsistent for an extended period. This is also the second time
in recent years that prolonged service failure has occurred. At the time of writing BT has
just announced extension of its fifth recovery plan following failure of recovery within
the set times scales of the plan. This is unacceptable for us and our customers.”25

58.

It is evident therefore, that Openreach service quality problems are pervasive and
persistent, and affect substantial numbers of end-users.

59.

Sky recognises that Ofcom has identified quality of service issues as an important part of its
strategic review. However, Sky considers that the breadth and pervasive nature of these
issues, together with their impact on competition, are key reasons why Ofcom should make
a MIR to the CMA.

The test for a market investigation reference is met
60.

The issue of whether to make a MIR to the then Competition Commission under the
Enterprise Act 2002 (“EA02”) was a central issue in Ofcom’s first strategic review of
telecommunications services. Ultimately, Ofcom decided it would be more appropriate to
accept undertakings from BT in lieu of making such a reference, under which BT agreed
(among other things) to the establishment of Openreach as a functionally separate division.

23

Paragraph 1, Vodafone’s response to Ofcom’s call for inputs in the
(http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/business-connectivity-marketreview/responses/Vodafone.pdf.)

24

Page 5, Ibid.

25

Ibid.
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BCMR,

June

2014.

Those undertakings remain a central part of the telecommunications regulatory landscape
in the UK.
61.

As part of the current strategic review, Ofcom should again consider whether to make a MIR
to the CMA. Unlike in 2005, many operators now consider that there are compelling
arguments in favour of such a reference.

62.

Ofcom may make MIRs to the CMA under section 131 EA02 relating to commercial activities
connected with communications matters. Section 131 EA02 provides that:
“[Ofcom] may…make a reference to the CMA if [it] has reasonable grounds for
suspecting that any feature, or combination of features, of a market in the United
Kingdom for goods or services prevents, restricts or distorts competition in connection
with the supply or acquisition of any goods or services in the United Kingdom or a part of
the United Kingdom”.

63.

As explained above, significant problems have developed in the UK telecoms sector since
the last TSR. These stem from a combination of two market features in particular: (i) BT’s
enduring upstream market power, associated with its ownership of long-lived, ubiquitous
telecommunications infrastructure, and (ii) BT’s vertical integration.

64.

These features have an adverse effect on competition in the provision of fibre-based
broadband services and backhaul services in the UK, and with the transition to fibre-based
broadband there is also a significant risk of diminishing retail competition over time, likely to
result in poorer outcomes for consumers in terms of reduced choice and quality of services,
and higher pricing. These features and the adverse effects on competition arising from
them clearly meet the statutory “reasonable grounds to suspect” test for a MIR.

65.

The additional administrative criteria as to when to make a reference set out in CMA’s
guidance on MIRs26 (which was followed by Ofcom when it made a MIR in 2010) are that:

66.

26

a.

sectoral or competition law powers at Ofcom’ disposal will not be sufficient to address
the concerns identified;

b.

undertakings in lieu of a MIR are not appropriate;

c.

the scale of the problems identified clearly merit a MIR; and

d.

there is a reasonable chance that appropriate remedies will be available.

The guidance criteria are also met:
a.

Standard competition law powers would be unable to remedy the problems discussed
above; they could not reasonably be considered to be breaches of Chapters 1 or 2 of
the Competition Act 1998. In relation to Ofcom’s sectoral powers, it is notable that
the problems set out above have emerged notwithstanding the application of those
powers. Ever more complex behavioural regulation cannot fundamentally address
BT’s strong incentives to favour its downstream divisions due to its ownership of
Openreach;

b.

In principle, there may be undertakings which BT could give which would obviate the
need for a MIR. For example, BT might consider that it is appropriate voluntarily to
divest Openreach, and undertake to Ofcom to do this. Such undertakings should be

‘Market Investigation References – Guidance about the making of references under Part 4 of the Enterprise Act’,
OFT 511. (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/market-investigation-references.)
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explored in the following months as part of Ofcom’s review;
c.

The scale of the issues set out above justifies a MIR. The size and proportion of the
markets affected are significant and the features giving rise to the problems
discussed above are persistent. As explained above, the erosion of competition in
broadband services has potentially far-reaching consequences to consumers and
businesses, and to the UK’s economic prospects more generally, whilst the ongoing
problems in relation to Openreach’s quality of service are persistent, of a substantial
scale and affect large numbers of consumers and businesses every year; and

d.

It is also, in Sky’s view, plain that appropriate remedies would be available to address
the issues set out above. The set of remedies available to the CMA under the
Enterprise Act is wide, including the power to order divestments.

67.

Accordingly, both the statutory test and the administrative criteria for making a MIR are met.

68.

It is crucial that Ofcom makes a MIR swiftly. Sky considers that Ofcom should seek to
consult on a MIR in its proposed second phase document in the Strategic Review planned
for January 2016. The issues raised are of enormous importance to the economy as a whole.
Openreach provides the key inputs to the UK’s digital communications infrastructure to
enable a thriving and competitive communications sector. This is essential to support the
growing digital economy and affects the lives of millions of consumers every year. A process
that could involve a lengthy inquiry by Ofcom – potentially taking two years - followed by a
further lengthy inquiry by the CMA, itself potentially taking a further two years, would be
highly undesirable. In the fast-moving world of the communications sector, and in light of
the current transition to superfast broadband services, this potential timescale for action
would be far too long.

69.

It is also important that Ofcom does not seek to determine whether or not a MIR is
appropriate by reference to whether or not any potential outcomes from such an inquiry
(including, for example, structural separation of Openreach) would, or would not, be
proportionate. The MIR regime involves a two phase process. The first step is for Ofcom to
satisfy itself that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that a feature or combination of
features of the telecommunications markets distorts competition - a test that is clearly met
– and whether it is appropriate to make a MIR by reference to the guidance criteria (which
are also met). This is intended to comprise a ‘high-level’ investigation, sufficient to meet the
“reasonable grounds to suspect” test, and the administrative criteria.

70.

Ofcom is not required to reach firm conclusions as to the existence or extent of any
competition problems, nor, in particular, the efficacy or proportionality of any potential
remedies. Following a reference, it is for the CMA (and not Ofcom) to then consider the
issues in depth and to determine whether and to what extent the features identified distort
competition, and what remedial action may be required to address this.

71.

Making a MIR reference could not be considered to reflect adversely on Ofcom’s competence
or, indeed, in any other respect. On the contrary, it would be a bold but entirely reasonable
step, in keeping with the pioneering but effective nature of Ofcom’s approach to
telecommunications regulation. Ofcom’s expertise in relation to telecommunications
matters is well established, and Ofcom would be a natural contributor to a market
investigation by the CMA.

The CMA would be well placed to consider the merits of establishment of Openreach as an
independent company, if it found an AEC
72.

One of the key reasons that it is important for Ofcom to make a MIR to the CMA is that if, as
a result of its inquiry, the CMA identifies an adverse effect on competition (“AEC”)
associated with BT’s vertical integration, it is in a position to consider the divestment of
15

Openreach from the rest of BT as a remedy to that AEC. The CMA has useful cross-sector
experience in relation to such matters, for example having mandated structural separation
in the airports, aggregates and health care sectors in the recent past, as well as
considerable specific experience in relation to telecommunications matters arising from its
role in price control appeals.
73.

In Sky’s view, the establishment of Openreach as an independent company would be a
proportionate and effective way of addressing the significant problems described above.
We have set out the key reasons for this view in Annex 2. Nevertheless, we reiterate our
view that it would not be appropriate for Ofcom to determine whether or not to make a MIR
based on its view on this issue. The key issue for Ofcom to determine is whether or not the
conditions for a MIR are met. Sky submits that they are met in this case and that Ofcom
should move to consulting on a MIR as expeditiously as possible.

Sky

June 2015
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Annex 1
Evidence on Openreach’s quality of service
A.1

This annex sets out evidence of the poor quality of service Sky has experienced as a
customer of Openreach, as well as service quality metrics at the market level. Specifically, it
provides evidence of:
a.

the poor experience of Sky as a customer with respect to service provision;

b.

the performance of Openreach with respect to faults rates and repair at the market
level; and

c.

examples of Openreach’s responsiveness to requests by CPs for new products or
services, or for amendments to existing products.

(i) Service provision
A.2

In the past 12 months, the vast majority of new line provides, which require an Openreach
engineer to attend a customer premise took 10 calendar days or longer to provide (see
Figure A1). A significant volume (64,000) took longer than 30 days.

A.3

This sub-standard level of service quality has persisted over time, as shown in Figure A2.
Figure A1: Sky new line provides (WLR & MPF) – last 12 months27
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Source: internal Sky provisioning data.
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Figure A2: Sky monthly new line provides taking longer than 10 days and 30
days28
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A.4

Sky requests a provision date from Openreach as part of the new line order, stating when
the customer has requested their service be provided. This date is selected from a list of
Openreach’s available dates (supplied through the ‘availability checker‘) at the point of sale.

A.5

Since August 2014, for 5,000 orders per month, the date within the order confirmation (on
which Openreach promise to deliver the service - the “Contractually Committed Date”) is
different from the requested date (see Figure A3).29

28

Source: internal Sky provisioning data.

29

This includes an unknown proportion of orders where the customer has amended their requested date.
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Figure A3: Orders where “Contractually Committed Date” does not match Sky
requested date30
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A.6

Furthermore, once Openreach has provided a “Contractually Committed Date”, 12,500 orders
per month, on average, are not delivered on this date (see Figure A4).
Figure A4: Sky orders not delivered on “Contractually Committed Date”31
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A.7

Since May 2012, Openreach engineers have missed 950 Sky provisioning appointments per
month, on average (see Figure A5).

30

Source: internal Sky provisioning data.

31

Source: internal Sky provisioning data.
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Figure A5: Sky provisioning appointments missed by Openreach32
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A.8

Even where an Openreach engineer has turned up to a provisioning appointment, 4,000
appointments per month are designated as “furthered” (see Figure A6). This refers to a
situation where the Openreach engineer was unable to install a working line and the
customer continues to have limited or no access to broadband and/or line rental services.
Figure A6: Furthered (unresolved) Sky provision appointments33
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A.9

Finally, once working lines have been installed
Sky customers per month report faults
within
days after service activation, with an additional
customers reporting a
fault within the first
days after activation. In the last months these types of faults
have affected
Sky customers.

(ii) Fault rates and repair
A.10 As set out in Figure 3, faults on copper lines increased by 50% between 2009 and 2012.
Fault rates at the market level on MPF products have also continued to increase in the past
3 years (see Figures A7 and A8).
32

Source: internal Sky provisioning data.

33

Source: internal Sky provisioning data.
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Figure A7: Market level early life failure weekly rate trends, Apr 11 – Jan 1434

Figure A8: Market level weekly fault rate trends, Apr 11 – Jan 1435

A.11

Furthermore, Openreach rarely hits the repair targets measured by the Office of the
Telecoms Adjudicator for LLU or WLR repair (see Figures A9 and A10). These targets (92%
for LLU and WLR repair) measure how often Openreach repairs a fault within the “Service
Maintenance Level” associated with the specific product (for example, next working day for
Service Maintenance Level 2).

34

Ofcom 2014 Fixed Access Market Review, Final Statement, Annex 21 p.30.

35

Ofcom 2014 Fixed Access Market Review, Final Statement, Annex 21 p.24.
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Figure A9: Openreach performance – LLU Repair36

Figure A10: Openreach performance – WLR Repair37

(iii) Examples of Openreach’s responsiveness to Statements of Requirement
A.12 CPs are able to request new products or product amendments by raising Statements of
Requirement (“SoRs”) with Openreach. On the basis of the SoR statistics available to Sky, it
is evident that a greater proportion of the SoRs generated from within BT have been
implemented (often more quickly) than those submitted by other parties (see Table A1).

36

Office of the Telecoms Adjudicator. Available at: http://www.offta.org.uk/charts.htm. OTA target of 92% added
by Sky.

37

Office of the Telecoms Adjudicator. Available at: http://www.offta.org.uk/charts.htm. OTA target of 92% added by
Sky.
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Table A1: Proportion of submitted SoRs implemented by Openreach38

SoRs submitted by:
BT Group
Non-BT Group

Number of SoRs
submitted

SoRs delivered /
in development

169
145

87 (51%)
35 (24%)

% of SoRs delivered
/ in development
that were delivered
within 1 year
40%
34%

% of SoRs delivered /
in development that
were delivered
within 2 years
75%
69%

A.13 This could suggest that Openreach favours BT lines of business within the SoR process.
A.14 It is Sky’s view that, when considering certain SoRs from external CPs, Openreach has been
slow to respond and carry out necessary diligence, and has rejected requests that could
increase efficiency and reduce costs across the network. This section provides examples of
the difficulties that Sky and other CPs have faced in working with Openreach through the
SoR process.
Detailed copper network information / g.fast
A.15 Openreach provides no detailed information to CPs on the “last leg” of the copper network,
for example information on which postcodes or how many customers are connected to
certain Distribution Points (DPs), or the length of the drop wire from DP to customer
premises. CPs therefore cannot review the data needed to assess new broadband
technologies or deployment options.
A.16 Sky presented to Ofcom in June 2013 on NGA opportunities, noting at the time that g.fast
looked promising, but that since detailed copper network information was not available, it
was not possible to either model deployment, or test the technology on the BT network.
A.17

Sky (supported by Vodafone) formally submitted a SoR requesting detailed copper network
information in March 2013. It was rejected in November 2013 as Openreach stated that
there was no commercial benefit for it in gathering and disseminating this data to CPs. BT
then announced its intention to roll out g.fast in January 2015.

A.18 Having rejected Sky’s attempts to instigate a conversation around technology standards, or
to allow Sky to undertake its own analysis of g.fast opportunities, BT has announced a g.fast
trial, and a push to update the UK copper network standard to permit g.fast, exactly what
Sky had been prevented from doing by Openreach previously.
A.19 Sky has since requested to Openreach to have a deeper involvement in its proposed trial –
testing its own g.fast units and having sight of installation processes and operational data,
but was told this was unnecessary to trial BT’s managed product. Sky is also leading a
debate on the benefits of having passive EoI points and products defined for g.fast
deployments before starting work on updating the copper network standard (as is standard
practice) but BT refuses to discuss this within the industry body tasked with setting
standards (the NICC DSL Task Group).
A.20 It appears BT is taking this approach so that – as was the case with FTTC – once it has a head
start in engineering knowledge and a public intent to deploy, it can lobby Ofcom for further
dispensations from the EoI rule, and gain an unassailable lead in deployments by
monopolising prime locations.

38

Source: Openreach Statement of Requirement tracker. Includes all shared SoRs and Sky SoRs marked as nonshared. Sky understands that other non-shared SoRs represent a very small minority.
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Single Jumper MPF
A.21 MPF services currently use two cables within the exchange to connect to BT line testing
equipment. TalkTalk, having installed its own test equipment, is able to test lines itself, and
raised a SoR for Single Jumper MPF, using fewer cables and bypassing BT equipment. This
product could have benefits to consumers with more competitive broadband pricing, as a
result of cost efficiency.
A.22 Although it was apparent that Single Jumpering was more efficient several years before TTG
raised the SoR, Openreach rejected the proposal. This is an example of Openreach failing to
implement a more efficient, cost effective design for a product, perhaps because BT Retail
does not consume MPF in any material quantity.
Daily publication of tie pair reconciliation report
A.23 CPs incur charges when they wish to re-use an LLU equipment port which has an associated
Left in Jumper39 (“LIJ”). There is one provisioning scenario where a CP’s LIJ is removed but no
immediate notification is provided to that CP. It can be up to a week before the CP is aware
that its LLU equipment port is now “free”.
A.24 If the CP were to receive more prompt notification that the jumper had been removed, the
CP could avoid some LIJ removal costs. Sky formally submitted a SoR in July 2014, requesting
daily publication of tie pair reconciliation report.
A.25 Progress on this development has been extremely protracted. Openreach is still
undertaking its feasibility study and has not yet been able to give a firm view on whether it
will undertake the development or not. The SoR guidelines are that feasibility analysis
should take up to 3 months.
Sharing Pair Quality Test (PQT) results with CPs
A.26 When Openreach engineers run PQTs (a test on the copper line), at end-users premises
during fault visits, they receive technical data that details how the line is performing against
the required technical standard. These test results are not passed to the CP.
A.27 The data collected by Openreach could be of use to CPs and could be used to reduce repeat
fault related visits (and their associated costs). Consumers could then benefit from both
reduced fault rates, and lower prices as a result of cost efficiency.
A.28 Sky submitted a SoR in Nov 2012 requesting that PQT results be shared with CPs.
A.29 Since that point, the development process has been extremely protracted with the SoR now
being “in development” for two and a half years. The SoR has wide support from CPs but this
has not helped the development to proceed at a reasonable timescale.
A.30 This demonstrates a lack of responsiveness to SoRs that could increase efficiency, reduce
the costs incurred by both Openreach and CPs, and improve consumers’ experiences.
Single Order GEA
A.31 Openreach announced in June 2014 that it is developing a Single Order GEA product (a
product which allows CPs to rent a wholesale fibre line without complementary WLR or MPF
copper line rental) outside of the SoR process.

39

A jumper comprises wiring within a local exchange and/or street cabinets.
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A.32 Although Sky supports the principle of offering a fibre line on its own, it does not believe
that the development (in its proposed form) offers any benefit to CPs. It offers no
functional benefit, nor improved pricing for CPs, with respect to current products.
A.33 Openreach plan to pilot the product (c.10k lines) in September 2016 and Sky assumes that
Openreach is planning to launch the product in early 2017.
A.34 Sky does not consider there to be demand for the product, with its current specifications,
and as such has submitted a SoR requesting amendments to its specifications. This is a
clear example of Openreach attempting to implement significant new services outside of
the SoR process, without taking into account the views of other CPs.
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Annex 2
There would be likely to be significant net benefits from establishing Openreach as an
independent company
A.1

Establishment of Openreach as an independent company would give rise to the potential
for significant benefits being realised, with little downside risk.

A.2

One of the reasons given by Ofcom for preferring undertakings to a MIR in 2005 was that
there was little support among other operators for the option of structural separation.40
That is no longer the case. There is now significant support within the sector for, at a
minimum, a thorough consideration of the potential costs and benefits of separation.

A.3

The following sub-sections briefly consider the key potential advantages and disadvantages
of establishing Openreach as an independent company.

Advantages of establishing Openreach as an independent company
Creating a level playing field for competition
A.4

The first and most obvious advantage of establishing Openreach as an independent
company is that it removes the conflict of interest that sits at the heart of the competition
issues set out above. An independent Openreach would have little incentive to favour BT’s
retail business; all CPs would operate on a level playing field, and it maximises the scope for
effective competition in the provision of high speed broadband services to be established.
The significance of this benefit cannot be underestimated.
Promotion of alternative infrastructure investment

A.5

One of the benefits of separating Openreach from the rest of BT that is often overlooked is
giving BT’s retail business the ability to contract with other operators for the provision of
inputs to its business. Currently, it would be unthinkable for BT Consumer to consider
purchasing inputs from a rival to Openreach, such as Virgin Media or other potential
investors in telecoms infrastructure. BT Consumer is, in practice, a captive customer for
Openreach. Plainly, in common with most CPs, BT Consumer would continue to purchase the
vast majority of its inputs from Openreach. However, a proportion of BT Consumer’s
requirements would become contestable. This could have a significant impact on
Openreach’s incentives, and the incentives of other operators to invest in alternative
infrastructure.41
Service performance

A.6

There are good reasons to believe that service delivery could improve significantly if
Openreach was divested from BT. For example:


40

the pressure on Openreach to deliver profits to finance other BT initiatives, or to
compensate for poor performance in other divisions, such as BT’s Global Services

See, for example, Ofcom’s summary of responses to its second consultation during the strategic review.
(http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/telecoms_p2/summary).

41
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Division, via quality-reducing cost cutting would be eliminated;


the ability of BT Consumer to source inputs from other suppliers may provide an
increased source of pressure on service delivery;



Openreach would have full control of its own budgets and independent access to
capital markets; and



there is the potential for a culture shift at Openreach, associated with becoming an
independent company with full control over its own strategy – to become a company
that places far greater emphasis on serving the interests of its direct customers and
end-users.

Deregulation
A.7

Establishing Openreach as an independent company would also enable regulation to be
simplified significantly. The vast majority of the Undertakings, together with complex
behavioural regulation such as the VULA margin test, would no longer be necessary and
could be removed. This would be a significant deregulatory step, and assist in focusing
regulation on issues specifically associated with the enduring bottleneck (natural
monopoly) part of BT’s business.

Potential risks of establishing Openreach as an independent company
Incentives in relation to new investment
A.8

The principal argument used by BT in favour of retaining ownership of Openreach is that this
is necessary to support significant new investment, such as BT’s investment in FTTC. This is
often also (erroneously) positioned as an argument for having an “anchor tenant” to
support investment. These arguments are without merit.42

A.9

The threat of potential new investments not being made in future is a somewhat unrefined
response made regularly when changes to regulation of BT are put forward. Such assertions
must be examined rigorously. BT’s proposition is that there may be significant investment
opportunities for Openreach in the future that would be profitable if it is vertically
integrated with BT Consumer, but unprofitable if it is not. In Sky’s view that proposition is
implausible on its face.

A.10 BT’s proposition focuses on investment risk. In essence, the argument is that vertical
integration lowers investment risk, therefore making potentially unprofitable investments
profitable.
A.11

The heart of this issue is well known. It is described in economics as the ‘hold-up’ issue.43
This issue arises where one firm must make substantial new irreversible investments and is
subsequently dependent on the efforts of others to earn an adequate return on those
investments. In such a scenario the firm making the investment faces a risk that, once it has
invested, other firms can either ‘hold it to ransom’ (for example by demanding lower prices
for its products) or simply fail to purchase enough of its products over time for it to earn a

42

Anchor tenancy is a concept that arises in vertically separate sectors, and therefore is not relevant to BT given its
vertical integration. It is a contractual solution to the hold-up issue. The term is often used in the context of real
estate development, where, for example, a developer of a new shopping mall enters into a contract with an
important retailer to encourage them to rent space in the new development. Airports provide another example,
with airport operators often seeking an ‘anchor tenant’ in the form of an airline which focuses its services at a
particular airport.

43

For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see ‘The “Hold-Up” Problem in Vertically-Related Industries, An
economic analysis’. CRA, June 2015. (Attached at Annex 3.)
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reasonable return on its investment. In the extreme, this risk may deter the upstream firm
from investing at all.
A.12 The so-called ‘hold-up’ issue is in fact a common scenario in modern industrialised
economies, across a broad range of sectors. For example:


car manufacturers often need to spend enormous amounts on designing and
manufacturing new cars, yet remain dependent on independent retailers to ensure that
they sell cars in sufficient volumes to recoup such investment costs;



video games developers spend substantial amounts developing new games. Yet they
depend on the behaviour of the suppliers of games consoles in order to generate an
adequate return on their investments; and



oil and gas exploration companies spend enormous amounts finding and developing
new oil and gas fields. They are, however, often dependent on the activities of other
firms, such as the providers of transport networks and refining capacity, in order to earn
an adequate return on their investments.

A.13 One solution to this problem is to integrate vertically, so that the upstream firm has a
guaranteed purchaser of its products, or control over the policies of the downstream firm.
This issue is however, rarely addressed via vertical integration. Instead, it is generally
addressed via the negotiation of contracts between firms, which provide the supplier with
sufficient certainty to make the proposed investments.
A.14 It is also the case that the investments that are typically required to be undertaken in BT’s
network in order to provide new services are relatively modest when seen in a comparative
context. BT makes a great deal of the scale of the investment required to upgrade its
network to enable it to provide superfast broadband services, which it claims totalled
around £2.5 billion, spread over a period of around five years.44 First and foremost, it is
important to recognise that this capital investment is not incremental; BT has reduced its
investments elsewhere (predominantly in its underlying duct and copper network) in order
to accommodate its NGA investment without significantly increasing its overall CAPEX. In
any event, this is a modest amount – for example, in comparison to (i) other investments
that large firms typically make45, (ii) other infrastructure projects46, and (iii) BT’s own metrics,
such as the value of its assets, CAPEX, revenue, and its profitability.47 Above all, the figure of
£2.5 billion spent over five years pales in comparison to the one-off £12.5 billion that BT has
agreed to pay to purchase EE.
A.15 The likelihood and magnitude of future network upgrades are highly uncertain. However, an
argument that if Openreach is not integrated with a large telecoms retail business it will not,
in future, have adequate incentive to undertake further network upgrades due to the scale
of their cost is not credible.
A.16 CRA’s report also indicates that hold-up problems are normally less significant in sectors in
44

BT has also received substantial public funding to pay for additional network upgrades.

45

By way of comparison, while BT has made its purported £2.5bn investment over five years, Virgin Media has
recently announced an incremental £3bn network expansion programme over two years (even though it is a
smaller business). Vodafone Group, as part of Project Spring, plans to invest an additional £19bn over two years.

46

For example, the Crossrail project in London has a funding envelope of £14.8 billion, and the cost of airport
expansion in the South East of England could be up to £18 billion.

47

£2.5bn over five years represents around a fifth of BT’s overall CAPEX or under 3% of total revenues over the
period. In fact, as a proportion of its revenues, BT typically invests less than its peers (such as major European
telcos). For example, BT CAPEX as a proportion of revenues has been consistently around 13% compared to over
16% targeted for 2016/17 by Orange, 21% rising to 25-28% in 2020 at Virgin Media and around 19% for Vodafone.
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which there is a reasonable level of downstream competition.48 Such competition makes it
less credible for downstream firms to threaten not to buy the relevant input once it is being
produced, since, if they do so, they risk losing competitiveness. The current strength of
competition at the retail level of the UK telecoms sector provides good reason to believe
that hold-up issues in relation to new investments by Openreach would be limited if it were
an independent company.
Transitional costs
A.17

It is often claimed that divestment would cause significant disruption both to BT and to
industry, and that the scale of this task, from an operational point of view, is substantial.
These assertions are significantly overplayed.

A.18 Openreach has a relatively small customer base, and many of its key customers are
supportive of divestment. CPs are best placed to comment on their willingness to accept
any disruption associated with divestment of Openreach. In Sky’s case, we believe that any
such disruption would be minimal.
A.19 In relation to the scale of the task of separating Openreach from the rest of BT, in the first
instance it is important to recognise that firms are broken up into separate companies
voluntarily on a regular basis.49, 50 The types of issues that need to be addressed in such
separations are well known – for example, the division of assets, liabilities and staff between
the two businesses - and there is considerable third party expertise available to advise on
them.51
A.20 Above all, however, the fact that Openreach is already functionally separated from the rest
of BT means that many of the most significant elements required for a divestment that
would typically result in transition costs are already in place, and the relevant costs have
already been incurred. For example, Openreach already has separate IT, accounting and
management systems in place, a separate brand, a dedicated management team, and
operates out of separate premises.
A.21 In Sky’s view, given these factors the task of divesting Openreach would be an order of
magnitude less complex than the integration of the businesses of BT and EE, which BT is
fully prepared to undertake in the event that its proposed merger is completed. It would be
perfectly capable of being undertaken in a twelve month period.
A.22 There is also no reason to believe that BT shareholders would be disadvantaged in any way
by a divestment of Openreach. Business divestitures are normally at worst neutral from the
point of view of investors, and there is considerable evidence that they typically enhance

48

See section 2.2.3 of CRA’s report.

49

For example, a recent item on CNN’s web site describes numerous current break-ups of large companies in the
US as the “latest Wall Street craze”. See http://www.cfnplan.com/feature-item/312-company-break-ups.html. The
break-ups described in that item include Hewlett-Packard, eBay’s divestment of PayPal, General Electric’s
divestment of Synchrony Financial, and Time Warner’s divestment of Time Inc. Indeed, BT itself divested 02 in
2005.

50

Such break-ups are also often referred to as demergers, or corporate divestitures.

51

Most major business consultancies can provide advice on divestments. For example, PwC’s divestment advisory
service is described at: http://www.pwc.co.uk/transaction-services/carve-out.jhtml.
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returns to investors and improve operational efficiency.52
A.23 Of course, this does not mean that there would be no difficult issues to be addressed in
establishing Openreach as an independent company. In Sky’s view, however, the most
significant of these issues are regulatory in nature – for example, what activities Openreach
would be permitted to undertake in future. And these issues are of no greater complexity
than many dealt with by the CMA or Ofcom on a daily basis.

52

For example, a 2012 report by Credit Suisse which examined divestitures over 17 years states: “We find that spinoffs lead to price appreciation for parent companies and their spun-off children.” ‘Do Spin-Offs Create or Destroy
Value?’,
Credit
Suisse,
September
2012.
(https://doc.research-andanalytics.csfb.com/docView?language=ENG&source=emfromsendlink&format=PDF&document_id=999089271&
extdocid=999089271_1_eng_pdf&serialid=pvH393UArco6JvZIguX4cJ5jXWIkrqD%2bb1l3MzX4YTI%3d.)
In
relation to operating efficiency, Hardy and Abdul-Magid find that asset sales have a positive impact on the
operational efficiency of both the divested asset and the divesting firm. See: Abdul-Magid Gadad & Hardy M.
Thomas (2004) ‘Do asset sales lead to improvements in operating performance?’, Applied Economics, 36:8, 865871.
(Available
at:
http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Hardy_Thomas/publication/24075460_Do_asset_sales_lead_to_improvem
ents_in_operating_performance/links/54ec9d4a0cf27fbfd77120a5.pdf.)
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Annex 3
The “Hold-Up” Problem in Vertically-Related Industries, An economic analysis
CRAI, June 2015
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Annex 4
BT Access Network Investment, A report prepared for Sky
Frontier Economics, September 2015
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